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1. INTRODUCTION 

Let u and v be nonzero integers, and let r be an integer. It is well known that 

Fun+r = t(k\"~k^F
Vk+r, » = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , (1) 

if and only if 

s = FJFv, t = (-l)"Fv_u/Fv. (2) 

This result originates with Carlitz [2], and was recently interpreted via exponential generating 
functions (or egf s) by Prodinger [7]. The purpose of this paper is to show that the egf method is 
also an efficient tool in deriving similar results for the Lucas numbers Ln, the Pell numbers Pn9 and 
the Pell-Lucas numbers i^. 

The egf of a sequence {an} is defined by 

The product of the egf s of {an} and {bn} generates the binomial convolution of {an} and {bn}: 

a{x)Hx)=t{t{nX^kb^- (3) 

The right side of (1) is thus the binomial convolution of the sequences {tn} and {^Fvn+r}. The egf 
of the geometric progression {tn} is e*. 

The proofs of this note are based on the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 1: Let Xx and X2 be given distinct complex numbers, and let <\ and c2 be given nonzero 
distinct complex numbers. Then 

cxellX + c2eXlX = cxe^x + c2eM2X 

ifandonlyif 

fix - Xx and JU2-X2. 

Lemma 2: Let Xx and X2 be given distinct complex numbers, and let c be a given nonzero com-
plex number. Then 

ceXxX + ceXlX = ceMlX + ceM2X 
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If and only if either 
//1 = A1 and / / 2 ~^2 

or 
//1 = A2 and fi2=ll. 

The lemmas follow from the linear independence of the functions e**. 
Lemma 1 is needed for the Fibonacci and the Pell numbers, and for the Lucas and the Pell-

Lucas numbers in the case r & 0, while Lemma 2 is needed for the Lucas and the Pell-Lucas 
numbers in the case r = 0. We do not consider Fibonacci numbers here, since the egf method is 
applied to them in [7]. 

For a general account on egf s we refer to [4], and for egf s of Fibonacci and Lucas sequences 
we refer to [3], [5], and [6]. 

2* ON THE LUCAS NUMBERS 

Let the negative index Fibonacci and Lucas numbers be defined by F_n - (-T)n+lFn and 
L_n = (~lfLn 0?>0). Let a = (l + V5)/2 and £ = ( l - V 5 ) / 2 . The well-known Binet form of 
the Lucas numbers is Ln = an +fin. Thus, it is easy to see that 

L(x) = eax + efix. 

We now state the promised binomial results for the Lucas numbers. We distinguish two cases: 
r ^ 0 andr = 0. 

Theorem 1: Let u and v be nonzero integers, and let r be a nonzero integer. Then 

4 ^ = lf?V^A*+r, " = 0,1,2,..., (4) 

if and only if 

s = FJFv, t = (-!)" FV_JFV. (5) 

Proof: In terms of the egf s, (4) can be written as 

area"x + prepUx = e\areaVsx + £ V " ) , (6) 

where the right side comes from the property (3). Since r ^ O , we have ar *fir. Thus, by 
Lemma 1, (6) holds if and only if 

au = t + avs, @u = t+pvs, (7) 
that is, 

au-P _FU « t-rfu-(Yva ~^ -(-1Y v~u 

S-av-pv~Fv> ^ t-<X a a"-/r"~( l) Fv ' 
where the last equality follows from the property afi = -l. This completes the proof of Theorem 
1. 

Remark: Note that (5) is equivalent to (2). 
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Theorem 2: Let u and v be nonzero integers (and r = 0). Then 

4» = Sf2]^VA*s #1 = 0,1,2,..., (8) 

if and only if either (5) holds or 
s = -FJFv, t = Fu+vIFv. (9) 

Proof: In terms of the egf s, (8) can be written as 

where the right side comes from property (3). By Lemma 2, (10) holds if and only if either (7) 
holds or 

au^t+(3vs, J3u = t + avs. (11) 

By the proof of Theorem 1, (7) is equivalent to (5). On the other hand, (11) holds if and only if 

Bu-a
u -F Bu-au F u+v 

av-pv Fv ' r
 a

v-fiv Fv 

This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 

Corollary 1: Ifu and v are nonzero integers and r is an integer, then 

FvLun = Z L ; )Fu+v (~ltFu Lvk' 

Corollary 2: If w is a nonzero integer and r is an integer, then 

^un+r ~ Z-d\ fc ) u-l ru ^k+r? 
k=Q\ J 

Corollary 3: If r is an integer, then 

F2n+r = Z*,[k}^k+r> 

^ = l(*V*(-l)%. 
Corollary 1 follows from Theorems 1 and 2. Corollary 2 is Corollary 1 with v = 1, and Cor-

ollary 3 is Corollary 2 with u = 2. Note that the first identities in Corollaries 1-3 also hold for 
r = 0, cf. equation (5) in Theorem 2. 
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3. ON THE PELL NUMBERS 

The Pell numbers P„ are defined by 

P0 = 0,P1 = 1,P„ = 2P„_1 + P„_2, n = 2,3,..., 

P_n = (-\rlP„, #, = 1,2,.... 

The well-known Binet form of the Pell numbers is 

= g -b 
n a-b ? 

where a = 1 + 4ly b-l- 42, that is, where a and 6 are the roots of the equation y2 = 2 j +1, see, 
e.g., [1]. Note that a + ft = 2, aft = - 1 , and a-b-l4l. Using the Binet form, it is easy to see 
that 

P{x) = ~^2{eaX~ebXy 

The Pell numbers have many properties similar to those of the Fibonacci numbers. We here point 
out that a property analogous to that given in (1) and (2) holds for the Pell numbers. As in the 
case of the Fibonacci numbers, we need not distinguish the cases r ^ 0 and r = 0 here. 

Theorem 3: Let u and v be nonzero integers, and let r be an integer. Then 

Pun+r = t{nk)t"~k^PVk+r, H = 0,l,2,..., (12) 

if and only if 

S=PJPV, t = (-iypv_jpv. (is) 
Proof: In terms of the egf s, (12) is 

Since ar ^ -br for all r, we may apply Lemma 1. Thus (14) holds if and only if 

au = t+avs, bu=t + bv$, (15) 

which can be shown to hold if and only if (13) holds; cf. the proof of (5). The last equality in (13) 
follows from the property ab = -l. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 

Corollary 4: If u and v are nonzero integers and r is an integer, then 

pnp _ "V i n I (-l\u(n~k) Pn~k Pk P 
1 v A un+r ~~ Z^ 1 k n ' v~u u vk+r ' 

fe=ov y 
Corollary 5: If u is a nonzero integer and r is an integer, then 

p _ \^ ( n I p«-fc p£ p 
run+r ~ Z^\ Jc \ u-\ ru rk+r • 
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Corollary 6: If r is an integer, then 

k+r-

4. ON THE PELL-LUCAS NUMBERS 

The numbers i^ are defined by 
B0 = 2,Rl = 2,R„ = 2Rn_1+Rn_2, n = 2,3,-> 

i ? - ^ ( - l ) X /i = 1,2,.... 

These numbers are associated with the Pell numbers in a way similar to that in which the Lucas 
numbers are associated with the Fibonacci numbers, see, e.g., [1]. Therefore, we refer to the 
numbers i^ a s the Pell-Lucas numbers. The Pell-Lucas numbers have the Binet form i^ = an +bn, 
where a and b are as in Section 3. Thus, 

R(x) = eax + ebx. 

The Pell-Lucas numbers possess the properties of the Lucas numbers given in Theorems 1 and 2. 
We state these properties in Theorems 4 and 5. The proofs of Theorems 4 and 5 are similar to 
those of Theorems 1 and 2, and are omitted for brevity. 

Theorem 4: Let u and v be nonzero integers, and let r be nonzero integer. Then 

^ r = £ ( ? y **%+,, " = 0,1,2,..., (16) 

if and only if 

S=PJPV9- t = (-iypv_u/pv. (l?) 
Remark: Note that (17) is equivalent to (13). 

Theorem 5: Let u and v be nonzero integers (and r - 0). Then 

Kn = %f\tn-k^Kk, " = 0,1,2,..., (18) 

if and only if either (17) holds or 
s = -Pu/Pv, t = Pu+v/Pv. (19) 

5. REMARK 

It may be worth recalling that the egf method is, of course, also a very efficient tool in 
deriving other binomial identities. We mention here two such identities, namely, 

k=0 

and 

2 J h J^uk+r^u(n-k)+r ~ % FUn+2r> ( 2 0 ) 
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2 J h J*uk+rRu(n-k)+r ~ 2 Pun+2r • (21) 
fc=(A / 

The left side of (20) can be written in terms of egf s as 

and the right side as 

-j=(area"x -prePUx)(areaUx +/7V9"*) 

^{a2re^2x-p2re^2x). 

It is clear that these two egf s are equal; hence, (20) holds. The proof of (21) is similar. 
For further examples, reference is made to [3], [5], and [6]. 
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